
J-1700 CD Spectrometer
- Multi-purpose CD spectrometer with extended into the NIR region-



Introduction
Circular dichroism (CD) spectral measurements are indispensable for structural analysis of

chiral compounds. Electronic CD (ECD), which is associated with electronic transitions in the
vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) to visible regions, is often used for secondary structure estimation of
proteins and for structural analysis of chiral molecules On the other hand in the mid-infrared
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Wavelength ranges of JASCO CD spectrometers

FVSFVS--6000 6000 ((25002500--13333 13333 nm)nm)
((40004000--750750 cmcm--11))

Wavelength ranges of JASCO CD spectrometers

((40004000--750 750 cmcm ))

JJ--1500 (1631500 (163--1600 nm)1600 nm)

JJ--1700 (1631700 (163--2500 nm)2500 nm)

JJ 1100 (1801100 (180 600 )600 )

VUV UV VIS NIR IR
380 750 2500 25000 /nm

4000 400 /cm-113333

200163

JJ--1100 (1801100 (180--600 nm)600 nm)

1 The J 1700 can measure CD spectra in the entire VUV to NIR region (163 2500nm)

4000 400 /cm13333

1. The J-1700 can measure CD spectra  in the entire VUV to NIR region (163-2500nm).
2. NIR CD and MCD spectra measurements can be used for the following applications.

(1) Obtaining structural information about central metal atoms in metal complexes and about 
colored proteins.p

(2) Conformational analysis of molecules that hove no chromophores by measuring the first 
and second overtones of vibrational transitions.  

(3) NIR MCD spectra for heme chromophores are very sensitive to the oxidation, spin and 
ligand state of hemoproteinsligand state of hemoproteins.



Features of J-1700
Wavelength range is from 163 to 2500 nm- Wavelength range is from 163 to 2500 nm.

- Light sources and detectors can be changed automatically.
Light sources: Xenon lamp and halogen lamp
Detectors: PMT and InGaAs detectorDetectors: PMT and InGaAs detector

- Triple monochromator in NIR region for low stray light and high light intensity.

CD f Ni k l (II) TCD spectrum of Nickel (II) Tartrate
Concentration: 0.12 mol/L
Solvent: D2O
C ll th l th 1Cell path length: 1 mm

It is possible to obtain structural information about central metal atoms in 
t l l d b t l d t i b i NIR CD tmetal complexes and about colored proteins by measuring NIR CD spectra.


